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"River Flowing from the Sunrise is an outstanding environmental history of a western river, smoothly and sensitively written, even handed, and thoughtful."

—Mark Harvey, author of A Symbol of Wilderness: Echo Park and the American Conservation Movement

"Imagine a river trip down the San Juan with a boat-load of old-timers: Navajo, Ute, Mormon pioneer, scientist, miner, artist—all regaling us with stories filled with personality, emotion, and opinion. Add two historians to place every story in environmental context, gently filling in the cultural and political background, fitting the San Juan into the fabric of American history.

“River Flowing From the Sunrise takes us on that enviable trip. In doing so, Jim Aton and Bob McPherson meet the challenge laid down in their own concluding chapter: they capture 'the river landscape's power... armed with science, local intelligence, and imagination;' and 'meld the secular with the sacred, and imagine a new yet old way to live in this very difficult landscape...”"

—Stephen Trimble, author of The People: Indians of the American Southwest and co-editor of Testimony: Writers of the West Speak on Behalf of Utah Wilderness

"James Aton and Robert McPherson have given us a splendid history of this harshly beautiful place... They have completely reconceptualized the place and its history so that the whole stands forth, with a new clarity and integrity that it has not had before."

—from the Foreword by Donald Worster, author of Under Western Skies: Nature and History in the American West and Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the American West

James M. Aton is professor of English at Southern Utah University. He was a visiting Fulbright scholar at both Gadja Mada University in Indonesia and Sichuan University in China and is the author of John Wesley Powell in the Western Writers Series and of a forthcoming history of Desolation Canyon on the Green River.

Robert S. McPherson is professor of history at the College of Eastern Utah, San Juan Campus. He is the editor of The Jouruney of Navajo Osbey; the author of The Northern Navajo Frontier, 1860–1900 and of Navajo Land, Navajo Culture; and the coauthor of A Navajo Legacy: The Life and Teachings of John Holiday.
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